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Evidence for a multiple imputation approach to MNAR mechanisms 

The problem of missing data is by no means a new problem. In fact, it’s a problem that 

has really not changed since the beginning of behavioral research. What has changed, however, 

is the number of different ways that researchers can handle their missing data. Accounting for 

missing data can be tricky; there is no one-size-fits-all solution. In fact, the methodology that 

researchers use to handle their missing data is often specific to the conditions of the study, the 

reason for the missing data and the patterns of missingness that exist in the data. The conditions 

of the study include the methods used in collecting data and the purpose for which the data is 

being collected. Many researchers have examined the existing methods for handling missing 

data. There are many suggestions on the methods that should be used in almost any case, but 

there is still debate surrounding this problem. With advances in statistical research and analysis, 

more sophisticated methods for handling missing data have been developed.  

The most popular methods being utilized are procedures based on completely recorded 

units and imputation methods (Little & Rubin, 2019). Unfortunately, these popular methods 

require certain assumptions about the nature of the missing data (i.e., that the missingness 

mechanism is ignorable). There exist methods which are more robust and can address some of 

the issues associated with the aforementioned methods (van Buuren, 2018; Galimard et al., 

2016). These robust methods have been slow to migrate to the social sciences. In this study, the 

problem of missing data is examined and methods for handling missing data are defined. 

Furthermore, this study aims to examine the effectiveness of a multiple imputation by chained 

equations procedure using James J. Heckman’s 1976 method, also called the sample selection 

method. This particular method has been shown to be useful in the event that some of the 

missing data does not meet the assumption of an ignorable missingness mechanism, meaning the 
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data has been determined to be missing not at random (MNAR). The results of this study will 

compare complete-case analysis and traditional MICE, both of which rely on the assumption of 

an ignorable missingness mechanism, to the method proposed by Galimard et al. (2016). 

Galimard et al., in their 2016 study, proposed using Heckman’s model as an imputation model 

with a chained equations, two-step estimation process when MNAR data appears in the outcome 

and MAR data is present in predictors. The aim is to provide information regarding best practices 

for researchers in handling their missing data. 

Literature Review 

Missingness mechanisms 

Before one can determine the method to be used in handling missing data, one must first 

examine two aspects of the missing data. The first being: why is the data missing, referred to as 

missingness mechanisms. “Missingness mechanisms are crucial because the properties of 

missing data methods depend very strongly on the nature of the dependencies in these 

mechanisms” (Little & Rubin, 2019). There are three missingness mechanisms: missing 

completely at random (MCAR), missing at random (MAR) and missing not at random (MNAR). 

For data that are MCAR, the missingness does not depend on the values of the missing or 

observed data. In other words, the cause for the missing data is not related to the data itself and 

the probability of being missing is the same for all cases, that is, the missing data are simply a 

random subset of the data (van Buuren, 2018). An example of MCAR is when a participant 

simply skips a question on a survey by accident. When the missingness depends on some 

grouping defined by the observed data, the missing data is considered MAR. That is, the 

probability of an observation being missing is related to one or more of the other observed 

variables and is not related to the value of the missing variable. An example from Cheema 
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(2014) clarifies this definition: “under the MAR assumption, the missing data for Y (say, self-

efficacy) may depend on another variable X (say, race) but is not related to the value of Y when X 

is controlled for” (p. 491). Ideally then, with MAR data, one can obtain a nonbiased set of data if 

the method for handling the missing data incorporates, or controls for, the related variables. Both 

Little and Rubin (2019) and van Buuren (2018) note that this mechanism is a much less 

restrictive assumption and MAR is more general and more realistic than MCAR. Modern 

missing data methods generally start from the MAR assumption. If neither MCAR nor MAR 

apply, then the data is MNAR meaning the data are missing for reasons unrelated to the observed 

variables in the data set and perhaps unknown to us. Furthermore, the value of the missing 

observation has a direct relationship with its likelihood for being missing. For example, those 

with higher salaries are less likely to report it when asked to do so; in this case, the probability of 

being missing increases as the value of the outcome variable (salary) increases.  

Literature from Pigott (2001) suggests that when data are MCAR or MAR, the 

mechanism is considered to be ignorable. MNAR data, then, are considered nonignorable. Pigott 

states that, with nonignorable missing data the reasons for the missing observations depend on 

the values of those variables. Her example is when collecting data from students with asthma 

about the severity of their symptoms; individuals may be more likely to miss the data collection 

instance because the severity of their symptoms is so great. In this case, the data is MNAR and 

this time of data collection is the optimal time to investigate the possibility of nonignorable 

missingness mechanisms. This is important because when they are ignorable, researchers can 

ignore the reasons for missing data in the analysis of the data. This allows the researcher to 

simplify the analysis considerably. Schafer and Graham (2002) use this same ignorable and 

nonignorable terminology when referring to missingness mechanisms. Schafer and Graham 
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(2002) go on to state that there is no way to test whether MAR holds in a data set, except by 

obtaining follow-up data from nonrespondents. Peugh and Enders (2004) concur that “MAR is 

an untestable assumption and could only be verified if we had knowledge of the missing 

[outcome] scores” (p. 527). 

This reiterates Pigott’s (2001) idea that the data collection phase is the optimal time to 

investigate possible MNAR confounds. Because there is no way to test for MAR data, Pigott 

(2001) suggests recording reasons for missing data as this will allow the researcher to present 

justification for the method selected. Pigott (2001) also states that “one strategy for increasing 

the probability of an ignorable response mechanism is to use more than one method for 

collecting important information” (p. 357). The literature on these mechanisms is very similar as 

these mechanisms have been widely accepted and used in the literature for many years now.  

Missing data, particularly when the missingness mechanism is nonignorable, can have a 

great impact on subsequent analyses. Improper handling of missing data can lead to the 

degradation of both internal and external validity (Schafer, 1997; Finch, 2019). MCAR data can 

always be considered ignorable, as the missing values will not produce bias in results obtained 

from subsequent analyses (Pigott, 2001; Little and Rubin, 2019; Schafer & Graham, 2002). 

MAR data can be ignorable so long as the related, explanatory variables are controlled for or the 

observed data can account for or correct for the effects of the missing data (van Buuren, 2018; 

Anderson et al., 1983; Heitjan & Basu, 1996).  As stated previously, most modern missing data 

methods use the MAR assumption. At the very least, maximum likelihood and multiple 

imputation methods require an assumption of ignorable missingness. The methods of complete-

case analysis, methods that impute and model-based methods will be discussed further in this 

review.  
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Patterns of Missingness and Popular Methods 

A second aspect of missing data which must be examined before selecting appropriate 

methods is: what are the patterns of missingness? The literature from Little and Rubin (2019) 

and Schafer and Graham (2002) distinguish missingness patterns; these describe which values 

are missing and observed in the data. This is useful as some methods of analysis are only meant 

for particular patterns of missing data. Missing data methods can be classified into four non-

mutually exclusive categories: procedures based on completely recorded units; weighting 

procedures; single imputation; and model-based methods. Here, differing patterns of missingness 

will be discussed and appropriate, popular methods will be defined and discussed with 

advantages and limitations put forth in the literature. Supplemental literature will then be offered 

in support or in opposition. 

Unit Nonresponse and Deletion Methods 

Let us first define unit nonresponse in survey methods. Unit nonresponse, where “a 

questionnaire is administered, and a subset of sampled individuals does not complete the 

questionnaire because of noncontact, refusal, or some other reason” is typically addressed using 

complete-case or available-case analysis (Little & Rubin, 2019, p. 10). These methods are 

considered procedures based on completely recorded units.  

Complete-Case Analysis 

Procedures based on completely recorded units implement statistical analyses on only 

units that have been observed, dropping the units that are missing. These procedures include 

complete-case analysis, also called listwise deletion, and available-case analysis, also called 

pairwise deletion. Complete-case analysis involves simply dropping the cases with missing data 

and analyzing only units with completely recorded data. Advantages of this procedure are that it 
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is a simple, quick procedure. Although Little and Rubin admit that it may be satisfactory for 

small amounts of missing data, it is generally not very effective for drawing inferences in 

populations and can lead to serious biases.  

Essentially, analysis loses precision when cases are dropped and bias occurs when data is 

not MCAR (Ayilara et al., 2019). The degree of these disadvantages depends on the fraction of 

complete units, pattern of missingness, the extent to which complete and incomplete units differ 

and the estimands of interest (Little & Rubin, 2019). Little and Rubin (2019) suggest that to test 

whether the complete units are possibly a random subsample of the original sample (meaning the 

MCAR assumption is reasonable) one can compare the distribution of a particular variable based 

on complete units with the distribution of the same variable based on incomplete units; 

significant differences would then indicate that the MCAR assumption is not valid. In this case, 

the complete cases should not be considered a representative subsample and results will include 

biases. “Generally, extreme biases will occur by performing list-wise deletion when variables are 

MAR because the remaining datasets under-represent the population of study in question” (von 

Hippel, 2004 as cited in Young et al., 2011). Additionally, complete-case analysis is particularly 

wasteful in data sets with a large number of variables because all the incomplete cases are 

discarded. This can be addressed using available-case analysis. 

Available-Case Analysis 

Available-case analysis (or pairwise deletion) uses all the recorded data, preserving the 

data that is discarded in the complete-case analysis. However, this method causes the sample to 

change from variable to variable based on the pattern of missingness. This is particularly harmful 

when attempting to compare across variables, especially when the data is not MCAR. Under the 

assumption of MCAR, however, available-case analysis can be used to calculate means and 
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variances and covariances or correlations can be found using pairwise extensions which utilize 

all instances in which the two variables are observed. Although this pairwise method does help to 

recover missing data and utilize observed values, it has deficiencies of its own. These methods 

can yield correlations outside of the ±1 range as well as other problematic estimates that cannot 

be used in multivariate and contemporary analyses such as multiple regression and Structural 

Equation Modeling, like correlation matrices that are not positive definite (Little & Rubin, 2019; 

Marsh, 1998). There exists literature which found available-case analysis to be more efficient 

(Kim and Curry, 1977) as well as literature which supports the contrary (Haitovsky 1968; Azen 

et al., 1989). Little and Rubin’s (2019) overall conclusion, however, is that neither method is 

generally satisfactory.  

Schafer and Graham’s (2002) simulation found similar issues with deletion methods. 

They found bias was produced when the assumption of MCAR was not met.  They also found 

their results underestimated true variability. Their results tended to be higher and less variable 

than those values in the full population; this led to bias in both the parameter estimates and their 

standard errors. Literature from Pigott (2001) states that “complete-case analysis provides valid 

estimates under the least number of conditions and therefore is applicable to a wider range of 

situations than available-case analysis” (p. 365). She does acknowledge the disadvantage of 

being unable to anticipate if there will be enough data to remain for analysis and make results 

generalizable. Pigott (2001) identifies the same shortcomings of available case analysis that 

Little and Rubin (2019) found. She also states that there are no ways to predict when available 

case analysis will produce adequate results, and therefore, the method is generally not useful. 

Newman and Cottrell (2015) attempted to measure the bias produced by available case analysis. 

Their aim was to dispel the myth that this method should never be used, by finding guidelines for 
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how to minimize the bias and therefore make the results comparable to those obtained by 

maximum likelihood or multiple imputation methods. Ultimately, they found that available case 

analysis is preferable to complete case analysis, but “there are no known circumstances in which 

available case analysis will produce more accurate results than maximum likelihood or multiple 

imputation approaches” (p. 158). 

Weighting Procedures 

Building on these ideas of complete and available case analysis is another method known 

as weighting procedures. Weighting procedures essentially attempt to correct the biases of the 

deletion methods discussed above. Complete or available cases are given weights so that their 

distribution more closely resembles the population; this helps to produce a more randomized 

“sample.” Weighting procedures are computationally easy to implement, and they are most 

useful when covariate information is limited and the sample size is large (Little & Rubin, 2019). 

Schafer and Graham (2002) state that weights are easy to apply for univariate and monotone 

missingness patterns. However, these corrections still leave something to be desired, as 

weighting becomes more complicated with increasingly intricate missingness patterns. These 

patterns can be addressed with methods that impute and model-based methods. Additionally, 

weighting has been found to be inefficient as weighting does not properly correct for bias and “it 

actually makes things worse when the adjustment cell [the weighted variable] is related to 

nonresponse by increasing sampling variance (Little & Rubin, 2019, p. 55). 

Item Nonresponse and Single Imputation Methods 

Item nonresponse is a pattern of missingness which occurs when partial data is 

unavailable for a given participant, such as when the participant responds to some items on a 

questionnaire but not all. This was traditionally handled by single imputation methods. 
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Imputation methods fill in the missing data; this allows researchers to then analyze the resultant 

data by standard methods. Little and Rubin (2019) offer this description: “Imputations should be 

conceptualized as draws from a predictive distribution of the missing values and require a 

method for creating a predictive distribution for the imputation based on the observed data” (p. 

67). Mean imputation, regression imputation and Stochastic regression imputation are the most 

popular types of single imputation methods. Mean imputation simply replaces missing values 

with the mean of the observed values. Literature from van Buuren (2018) notes the issues with 

mean imputation are that it will underestimate the variance, disturb the relations between 

variables, bias almost any estimate other than the mean and bias the estimate of the mean when 

data are not MCAR. Obviously, the conclusion of van Buuren (2018) is that mean imputation 

should be avoided; Pigott (2001) goes so far as to say that “mean imputation cannot be 

recommended under any circumstances” (p. 366). Regression imputation uses other variables to 

provide better estimated imputations by building a model from the observed data and then filling 

in missing data with predictions from that model. This method, however, actually produces 

imputations that are “too good to be true.” van Buuren (2018) states that this method strengthens 

the relations in the data with correlations that are biased upwards and underestimation of 

variability. Stochastic regression imputation attempts to correct these biases by adding noise to 

the predictions in the form of a random draw from the residual distribution of the model 

constructed from observed data. This random noise does make this method suitable for 

imputation but some of the same limitations still apply. Newman and Cottrell (2015) identified 

the following problems with single imputation methods: Using complete-data N (as though data 

were complete) leads to underestimating standard errors (gives p-values that are too low; false 

positive conclusions); biased estimates, even when data are missing completely at random 
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(MCAR) (single imputation can create bias). One technique—stochastic regression imputation—

is relatively unbiased (but standard errors are still too small). Schafer and Graham (2002) found 

the performance of single imputation to be better than deletion methods with small amounts of 

missing data, as only minor negative impacts on estimates and error measures occur. The overall 

conclusion is, again, that these issues can be eradicated with the use of multiple imputation and 

maximum likelihood methods. 

Additional Missingness Patterns, Maximum Likelihood and Multiple Imputation 

Other examples of missingness patterns include, but are not limited to univariate 

nonresponse, monotone and general or arbitrary patterns. In a univariate pattern, missingness is 

confined to one variable but a set of other items is completely observed. Univariate patterns can 

be filled in using imputation methods. Monotone patterns exist when one missing item causes 

subsequent items to be missing. This frequently occurs in longitudinal studies when attrition, or 

dropout, occurs, meaning a participant leaves the study and does not return. Attrition can be dealt 

with using maximum likelihood or multiple imputation methods. Arbitrary patterns exist when 

any set of variables may be missing any unit; these patterns usually require maximum likelihood 

or imputation methods. 

Two modern methods are by far the most recommended methods for handling missing 

data, maximum likelihood estimation and multiple imputation. Both methods operate under the 

following assumptions: the joint distribution of the data is multivariate normal and the 

missingness mechanism is ignorable. Multivariate normal distribution means that all conditional 

distributions are normal on all other variables in the model. This allows researchers to utilize the 

properties of normal distributions to estimate expected values. Assuming the missingness 

mechanism is ignorable allows us to utilize these methods in cases besides just MCAR data. 
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These assumptions allow for more flexibility in handling missing data. These methods, in 

general, can be used for a wide range of patterns of missingness, and do so in a more powerful 

way than is offered by any of the procedures based on completely recorded units, weighting 

procedures or single imputation methods. Additionally, these methods account for the 

“incompleteness” of the data and adjust for biases accordingly. 

Maximum likelihood (ML) estimation is a method that directly predicts the parameters 

and standard errors by choosing estimates for these values that maximize the probability of the 

observed data. This differs from multiple imputation in an important way, as multiple imputation 

fills in the missing values in a dataset. ML estimation bypasses this step to directly estimate the 

parameters and errors for the data. This method encompasses a broad class of procedures, all of 

which create a model that is specialized to the observed values, and therefore, there is no need to 

impute missing data or to delete any incomplete cases. In other words, the model is generated for 

a complete data set and inferences are made on the likelihood distribution under that model. The 

EM algorithm, proposed by Dempster et al. (1977), is an example of how the ML model is 

determined. Pigott (2001) offers the following explanation of how this EM algorithm works: the 

expectation (E) step computes an expected value for the sum of variables assuming we have the 

population mean and covariance. In other words, the expected value is computed based upon 

model parameters (likely from ML estimation) and the observed data (Finch, 2019). The 

maximization (M) step does the opposite, using the estimated value of the sum of the variables to 

compute the population mean and covariance. The E step is then repeated using the estimates of 

population mean and covariance from the previous M step to estimate a new expected sum of 

variables. Likewise, the M step repeats using the new estimated sum of variables to estimate 

population mean and covariance. These steps then cycle back and forth until the estimates do not 
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change substantially, meaning they have converged. So, we are assuming we know one piece and 

estimating the other.  

As an overall evaluation of the method, van Buuren (2018) states that in this maximum 

likelihood method “the estimated parameters nicely summarize the available information under 

the assumed models for the complete data and the missing data.” Newman and Cottrell (2015) 

state advantages of this method are that estimates have higher power, more accurate (but still 

conservative) standard error estimates, unbiased estimates and the results improve as N increases. 

Schafer and Graham (2002) found in simulations that ML estimation tends to be unbiased in 

large samples. They did find, however, that standard error estimates should be based on observed 

rather than estimated data. The literature from Pigott (2001) states that the inability to compute 

standard errors limits the usefulness of this method. Enders (2003) cited multiple studies (e.g., 

Arbuckle, 1996; Collins, Schafer, & Kam, 2001; Enders, 2001b, 2001c; Enders & Bandalos, 

2001; Graham, Hofer, & MacKinnon, 1996; Wothke, 2000) which have “almost unequivocally 

demonstrated that Maximum Likelihood estimation is superior to ad hoc missing data techniques 

with respect to both bias and efficiency” (p. 322). 

Multiple imputation (MI), in contrast to maximum likelihood, imputes values for the 

missing data values. MI extends likelihood-based methods by adding an extra step in which 

imputed data values are drawn. Little and Rubin (2019) state explicitly that when “missing data 

are unobserved values that would be meaningful for analysis if observed; in other words, a 

missing value hides a meaningful value” imputation should be used. According to Little and 

Rubin (2019), MI resolves all the problems of wastefulness, computational problems, biased 

variances and covariances and biased p-values and confidence intervals. Additionally, it is 

generally easier to calculate the standard errors for a wider range of parameters, and this wider 
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range is accomplished in MI as this method produces many plausible complete data sets. 

Multiple imputation is carried out in three steps. First, several conceivable complete data sets are 

created based on a statistical model of the data that is formed using a likelihood function and 

random error components (data augmentation). This is accomplished by making random draws 

from a posterior distribution of the missing values. This procedure helps to account for 

uncertainty in the imputed missing values (Galimard et al., 2016). Second, the different complete 

data sets are analyzed using standard procedures of the analysis of interest. Finally, this yields 

results that are combined into an “overall statistical analysis in which the uncertainty about the 

missing data is incorporated in the standard errors and significance tests” (van Ginkel et al., 

2019). The multiple datasets are analyzed separately using the same procedures to obtain 

multiple parameter estimates. These multiple parameter estimates are combined into one by 

averaging (Cheema, 2014). In other words, the imputed values created by MI can be inspected 

and analyzed, which helps us to gauge the effect of the model assumptions on the inferences; this 

is not possible in maximum likelihood methods. Rubin (1987) found that the standard errors of 

the parameter estimates produced by this method are unbiased due to the fact that “multiple 

imputation specifically models the natural variation in missing data” (Cheema, 2014, p. 494).  

Plenty of literature exists in favor of this method for handling missing data. Schafer and 

Graham (2002) recognized that the validity of MI rests on how the imputations are created and 

how that procedure relates to the analyses of interest but that the strength and flexibility of MI 

comes from the possibility of using different models for imputation and analysis. Another 

advantage of this method put forth by Schafer and Graham (2002) is the fact that found that “one 

good set of m imputations may effectively solve the missing data problems in many analyses; 

one does not necessarily need to re-impute for every new analysis” (p. 165). van Buuren (2018) 
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states that the goal of multiple imputation is “to obtain estimates of the scientific estimand in the 

population. This estimate should on average be equal to the value of the population parameter. 

Moreover, the associated confidence intervals and hypothesis tests should achieve at least the 

stated nominal value.” Although this is a high bar, plenty of evidence exists to suggest that this 

method can achieve these goals and that is why van Buuren (2018) explicitly states these goals. 

Pigott’s (2001) simulations left her “inclined to accept the results from the model-based 

procedures” (p. 381). van Ginkel, et. al. (2019) argued that from a theoretical point of view, MI 

is always to be preferred over complete case analysis, available case analysis and single 

imputation methods. Results from Finch (2015) even found that MI can be utilized in models that 

do not necessarily follow the framework of parameter estimation in his simulation in the context 

of multivariate analysis of variance, under many conditions. In a review by Yadav and 

Roychoudhury (2017) they stated that MI has better performance and multiple advantages over 

deletion, single imputation and maximum likelihood methods.  

Although the other methods are still used in statistical analyses, most of the literature 

supports the use of MI or ML estimation as the optimal methods for handling missing data when 

the missingness mechanism is ignorable (e.g., Kang, 2013; Little & Rubin, 2019; Pigott, 2001; 

Schafer & Graham, 2002). Other methods may be valid in some instances and can be used 

accordingly. Many variations in models for MI exist and researchers need to take care in 

constructing effective and appropriate imputation models. One can even apply MI and ML 

together, facilitating MI by “utilizing EM estimates as starting values for the data augmentation 

algorithm” (Enders, 2010, as cited in Dong & Peng, 2013, p. 15). When utilized carefully and 

correctly, multiple imputation appears to be unrivaled in its ability to handle missing data values. 

Multiple imputation, however, does not address the problem of MNAR, as it assumes the 
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missingness mechanism to be MAR. Peugh and Enders (2004) state results from ML and MI 

“will be biased if missingness is due to the outcome variable itself (i.e., data are MNAR) (p. 

535).  

One variation of multiple imputation uses chained equations to address missing values in 

several variables. Multivariate imputation using chained equations (MICE) essentially assigns an 

imputation model (a regression model) for each variable with missing values and then imputes 

values from the conditional distribution of each variable with missing values (White et al., 2011). 

This process is repeated in an iterative manner for each variable with missing values. After 

several imputations, “the process is considered to give the correct posterior distribution of the 

missing data” (Galimard et al., 2016, p. 2). Galimard et al. (2016) consider MICE to be a simple, 

flexible and practical method to generate final imputations. MICE appears to be a powerful 

method for imputing missing data, particularly when data are missing on multiple variables, and 

is effective in its ability to handle different variable types, such as continuous, binary and 

categorical. White et al. (2011) state “almost any fraction of data can be validly imputed, 

provided that the imputation is done correctly and the MAR assumption is correct, but that any 

imperfections in the imputation procedure and any departures from MAR will have a 

proportionately larger impact when larger fractions of data are imputed” (p. 395). As this method 

is largely examined in the context of ignorable missingness mechanisms, sensitivity analysis is 

required to determine the extent of any deviation from MAR in order to understand how 

sensitive one’s results are to potential or known MNAR mechanisms (van Buuren, 2018). 

Additionally, “published sensitivity analyses based on MNAR models have been largely limited 

to the relatively simple problem where missing values are confined to a single variable” 

furthering the idea that research on MNAR mechanisms is lacking and the need for methods 
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which can handle uncertainty in the missingness mechanism is great (Little & Rubin, 2019, p. 

393).  

Model-Based MNAR Methods 

So, what if one does not heed Pigott’s (2001) advice and investigate possible MNAR 

confounds during the data collection phase? If MNAR data appear in the dataset and one did not 

investigate the MNAR confounds, it is most likely too late to find the reason for the missing 

values. There are many reasons for this, such as the data collected is anonymous, participants are 

difficult to locate/contact after the study has ended, etc. Thus, one is left with MNAR data and 

without a means to recover the actual data or determine the true reason for the missing data. In 

this case, there exist a few MNAR methods which are discussed here. These methods are still 

gaining traction in social sciences research. 

Enders (2011a) states that “although MAR is often reasonable, there are situations where 

this assumption is unlikely to hold, leading to biased parameter estimates.” In his 2011(b) study, 

Enders demonstrates the use of three MNAR models for longitudinal data. He describes the 

Selection model which augments the growth curve model with a set of logistic regression 

equations that predict the probability of missing data at a particular wave. Like the previously 

mentioned methods for handling missing data, this model is accompanied by strict assumptions 

about normality and depends on other factors in order to model accurately and prevent 

substantial bias. The Shared Parameter model is similar to the Selection model, with the 

difference being that the individual growth curves, in this case, are used as predictors of 

missingness rather than the repeated measures variables. Again, this model requires multiple 

assumptions which are untestable and if violated can produce biased parameter estimates. The 

Pattern Mixture model divides the sample into subgroups based on missingness patterns and 
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estimates separate growth models for each subgroup. Though the assumptions are different for 

this model, they are present and if violated, introduce a degree of bias in model estimates.  

Enders (2011a) examines a few possible options for MNAR models in latent growth 

curve analyses. His analyses provide “discrepant estimates,” which is relatively common in such 

analyses. His conclusion is that “although somewhat disconcerting, it is impossible to provide 

general recommendations about model selection because every analytic option relies on one or 

more untestable assumptions. Additionally, a MAR model and an MNAR model may produce 

identical fit to the observed data but offer fundamentally different predictions about the 

unobserved score values (Molenberghs & Kenward, 2007). Enders (2011a) advises researchers 

to choose the model with the most defensible set of assumptions and construct a logical 

argument to defend one’s choice. His article goes on to provide an outline for a few substantive 

considerations to help guide researchers in choosing a model for MNAR data. His ultimate 

conclusions are that “despite their limitations, these models are important options to consider, 

particularly when outcome-related attrition seems plausible. At the very least, MMAR models 

can augment the results from an MAR-based analysis.”  

Imputation Using Heckman’s Model 

The sample selection method was proposed by James J. Heckman (1976a) to address 

“bias that results from using nonrandomly selected samples…because of a missing data 

problem” (p. 153). Heckman’s specific concern was the selection bias that arises through “self 

selection by the individuals or data units being investigated;” meaning the individual chooses to 

omit responses or does not take part in a study due to the data he/she would need to provide 

(1976b). This is exactly the idea of a MNAR mechanism in missing data where the likelihood of 

data being missing depends on the value of the missing data itself. This method uses two joined 
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linear equations, the selection equation and the outcome equation. The selection equation is 

obtained from a sample with no missing data (termed a selected sample) and the outcome 

equation is obtained from the sample with missing data in the outcome (the incomplete sample). 

These equations are joined by their error terms through a bivariate normal distribution 

(Heckman, 1976a). Galimard et al. (2016) state that Heckman’s model uses a two-step estimator 

where the first step estimates parameters of the selection equation and the second step allows for 

the calculation of unbiased estimates of the outcome equation using a correction term which is 

obtained from the first step estimates. Of note, Heckman’s model “implies the inclusion of 

different sets of covariates, to avoid collinearity issues” (p. 2). Therefore, a covariate that is not 

directly related to the outcome is included in the selection equation only; this is known as the 

exclusion-restriction criteria. The inclusion of this variable ideally prevents the linear predictors 

of the two models, selection and outcome, from being collinear (Galimard et al., 2018). The 

specific method for Heckman’s model is outlined below. 

 

First, the outcome equation (Equation 1) is defined as a linear regression equation:  

Yi = Xi𝛽	+ 𝜀i 

where, Yi is a continuous outcome variable, Xi is a vector of the covariates for individual i, 𝛽	is	a	

vector	of	fixed	effects	and	𝜀i is the independent error term for each individual i. Next, the 

selection equation (Equation 2) is defined, representing the non-random sampling of the 

missingness process addressing the idea that the missingness mechanism is potentially MNAR:  

P(Ryi = 1|𝑋!") = Φ (𝑋!"𝛽s) 

In this selection equation: Ryi is a missingness indicator equal to 1 if the outcome is observed and 

equal to 0 if missing; Xi
s  is a vector of observed variables potentially associated with 
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missingness; and Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function; 𝛽"	 is an unknown 

vector of coefficients (Galimard et al., 2018). Essentially, this selection equation tells us the 

probability of Yi being missing given the values on the vector of the observed variables. Galimard 

et al. state that the key point of Heckman’s model is that the outcome equation (Yi = Xi𝛽	+ 𝜀i) and 

missingness indicator of the selection equation (𝑅#!∗  = 𝑋!"𝛽"	+ ε!") are linked by a bivariate 

normal distribution of their error terms, given a correlation coefficient, 𝜌, between the two error 

terms and a variance, 𝜎ε" of 1 (as the selection equation is a probit model with the dichotomous 

outcome of missing or observed). Note the vectors of observed variable values (Xi and 𝑋!") and 

fixed effects (𝛽 and 𝛽")	of the equations are not collinear due to the exclusion-restriction criteria 

(i.e., a covariate that is not directly related to the outcome is used in the selection equation and 

not in the outcome equation). This yields the following expectation equation (Equation 3) for 

missingness on Y:  

E[Ry∗|Y] = Xs𝛽s + 𝜌%&!	
%& 	

(Y − X𝛽) 

This equation shows that when 𝜌 = 0, Y does not influence Ry and thus, the missingness 

mechanism is MAR. Furthermore, as 𝜌 increases, the more Y has an influence Ry and the MNAR 

missingness mechanism becomes more important (Galimard et al., 2016, p. 4).  

For each observed value, the inverse Mills Ratio (IMR) l6 i, a control function for selection bias, 

is computed as:  

𝜆i = ((*"
!+!)	

-(*"
!+!)

	 

where, 𝜙 is the standard normal density and Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution 

function. That is, the IMR is the ratio of the probability density function (PDF) to the cumulative 

distribution function (CDF) where the PDF is used to specify the probability of the random 
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variable falling within a particular range of values and the CDF is the distribution function of X, 

evaluated at x, meaning the probability that the function will take a value less than or equal to a 

particular value. The IMR is then included in the following equations for the conditional mean 

(Equation 4)and variance (Equation 5) of Y, respectively:  

E (Yi | Xi, 𝑋!",Ryi = 1) = Xi𝛽 + 𝜌𝜎𝜀𝜆i   

Var (Yi | Xi, 𝑋!",Ryi = 1) = σ&.(1 - 𝜌2𝛿i )  where 𝛿I  = 𝜆i (𝜆i + 𝑋!"𝛽") 

Given the above set of equations and conditional distributions for parameters, Heckman’s 

procedure involves the following steps:  

1) Estimate the parameters of the selection equation (b6S) using maximum likelihood;  

2) For each observed value, compute the inverse Mills Ratio (IMR) l6 i;  

3) Estimate b6S and a scalar coefficient with the IMR, b6l, from (Equation 6): 

Yi = Xi𝛽	+	l6 ib6l + 𝜂i , where 𝜂i is the error term: 𝜂 ~ N (0, σ/.) 

These steps provide unbiased estimates for the fixed effects, 𝛽. Heckman also “applied a 

corrector term to obtain valid estimates of variances based on a diagonal matrix of (1 – 𝜌2𝛿i ) and 

adjusted to take into account for the first step estimation” as the error term is known to lack 

homoscedasticity (i.e., the variances are unequal across the range of predictor scores) (Heckman, 

1979; Greene, 2011; Sales et al., 2004 as cited in Galimard et al., 2016, p. 4).  

To end at this point would leave one with unbiased fixed effects for the original linear regression 

model (Yi = Xi𝛽 + 𝜀i). However, to utilize Heckman’s model for imputation, we must first 

identify the conditional expectation equation (Equation 7) of missing Y: 

E (Yi | Xi, 𝑋!",Ryi = 0) = Xi𝛽 + 0	((*"
!+!)	

1	0	-(*"
!+!)

	𝜌𝜎𝜀	

One	can	see	this	equation	is	symmetrical	with	the	equation	for	the	conditional	mean	of	Y	

above,	with	the	IMR	equation	substituted	in	and	adjustments	due	to	the	equation	being	for	
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a	missing	Y	as	opposed	to	observed.	This	equation	is	used to develop the imputation model 

(Equation 8) for missing Yi:  

Yi = Xi𝛽 + 0	((*"
!+!)	

1	0	-(*"
!+!)

	 β2 i + 𝜂   

Given the above imputation model for missing Y for individual i, the steps for imputation using 

Heckman’s model, are: 

 1) Estimate all b6S for each predictor in Equation 2; 

2) For each observed value, compute the inverse Mills Ratio (IMR) l6 i;  

 3) Estimate b6, b6l and σQ𝜂 using Equation 6; 

 4) Draw imputation distributions b6*, b6*
l, σQ*𝜂 and 𝜂* for parameters  b6 , b6l, σQ𝜂 and 𝜂; 

 5) Impute Y*, for each missing Y, using the imputation model (Equation 9) including 

distribution estimates for parameters: 

Y*i = Xi𝛽* + 0	((*"
!+!)	

1	0	-(*"
!+!)

	 β2∗ i + 𝜂*  

The above equation  (Equation 9) is the imputation model for MNAR data using Heckman’s 

model.  

MICE Model for MNAR Mechanisms 

Galimard et al. (2016) note that one issue of Heckman’s model is it deals only with 

missing outcomes and subsequently handles missing covariates using complete case analysis, 

thus lowering power, and potentially introducing biased estimates. To simultaneously address the 

problem of multiple missingness mechanisms in a dataset, they propose a multiple imputation 

approach in the framework of chained equations for use with MNAR mechanisms that is 

compatible with Heckman’s model. The miceMNAR model attempts to impute outcomes with 

missing MNAR data and predictors with missing MAR data.  
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Given a linear regression model, Y ~ X1 + X2, the miceMNAR procedure assigns an 

imputation model for each of the variables with missing data, the outcome with MNAR data, Y, 

and the predictor with MAR data, X2. For the outcome, Y, the Heckman imputation model 

defined previously (Equation 9) is used with all covariates included in the outcome equation save 

one, which is included only in the selection equation to satisfy the exclusion-restriction criteria. 

The missingness indicator for Y, Ry, obtained through Heckman’s model, is used in the 

imputation model for the predictor with MAR data, X2, along with the same covariates used in 

the Heckman outcome equation for Y, yielding a linear imputation model: X2 ∼ X1 + Y + Ry.  

Essentially, each imputation model is a regression model which uses the other variables 

in the data set and an indicator of missingness in the variable. The variables with missing values, 

then, are sequentially imputed using the imputation models. This is repeated for several iterations 

and the recommended number of iterations is at least 10 (White et al., 2011; Galimard et al., 

2016).  

Galimard et al. (2016) generated a dataset with “three independent and identically 

normally distributed predictors” and a continuous predictor (p. 6). To test the ability of missing 

data methods, they generated 30% missing data on the outcome under three conditions: MAR 

and two MNAR conditions with differing levels of the importance of the MNAR mechanism 

(i.e., the correlation coefficient between the error terms, 𝜌, for Y and Ry was set to .3 or .6). They 

also generated 30% MAR data on one of the predictors, a simple MAR mechanism in which the 

missingness depended only on one other covariate. To investigate the ability of their model to 

impute the missing values, they first fit a linear regression model to the full dataset, prior to 

generating any missing values; this served as their benchmark for the subsequent analyses with 

missing data. Then, Galimard et al. used CCA, Heckman’s selection model, standard multiple 
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imputation, multiple imputation using Heckman’s two-step estimator and finally their own 

miceMNAR model (which utilized Heckman’s two-step estimator in the context of MICE). For 

their miceMNAR model, “ten iterations of the chained equation process were considered, and the 

number of imputations was m = 10” (p. 7). These methods were applied to the dataset with 

missing values and the same linear regression was fit to all. The researchers then compared 

results by examining means, relative bias (the difference between the expected value of the 

estimate and the true value; van Buuren, 2018), root mean square of estimated standard errors, 

observed standard errors, root mean square error (RMSE), coverage (the proportion of 

confidence intervals that contain the true value; van Buuren, 2018) and percentage of the 2000 

observations used by each method. 

In this simulation study, Galimard et al. found, when the missingness mechanism in the 

outcome was known to be MNAR, the miceMNAR model provided lower RMSE, better 

coverage rate and less relative bias than the multiple imputation methods which rely on the 

assumption of a MAR mechanism. The miceMNAR model did provide larger estimated standard 

error values compared to multiple imputation. Overall, this method was found to be useful for 

data with MAR in a predictor variable and an MNAR mechanism in the outcome variable.  

Current Study 

Given the fact that some of these MNAR models have been slow to migrate to the social 

and behavioral sciences, there exists a gap in the literature for dealing with MNAR mechanisms. 

This study aims to provide evidence for the effectiveness of the miceMNAR model proposed by 

Galimard et al. (2016) and its ability to impute data and provide accurate parameter estimates. 

By applying multiple methods to a real dataset, we can compare the imputations and parameter 

estimates provided by the miceMNAR model and multivariate imputation using chained 
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equations (MICE). MICE was chosen for comparison due to its ability to impute data for 

multiple variables with missing values and the fact that it relies on the assumption that the 

missingness mechanism is MAR. Complete-case analysis (CCA) will also be conducted to 

further illustrate the importance of purposefully selecting the proper method for handling one’s 

missing data.  

MAR, considered an ignorable missingness mechanism, is not fully verifiable from the 

data alone when missing from observed data; a sensitivity analysis is typically required to justify 

the assumption of an ignorable missingness mechanism (Carpenter, et al., 2007; Galimard et al., 

2016; White et al., (2011). This is because, even though one can determine a variable is related 

to the set of observed variables, one cannot rule out the idea that the missingness may, in some 

capacity, be related to the missing value itself (i.e., an MNAR mechanism). Yet, many popular 

methods for handling missing data rely on this assumption. Therefore, it is important to find 

methods which can handle the uncertainty in the missingness mechanism. The results from this 

study will inform researchers on potential best practices for dealing with missing data when the 

mechanism is unknown or known to be MNAR.  

Method 

Sampling and Dataset 

A subset of the 2018 National Survey of Children’s Health (NSCH), a survey 

administered to randomly selected addresses from households across the United States, was used 

to conduct a secondary data analysis to observe the efficacy of missing data methods. For the 

NSCH, one child from each household was randomly selected to be the subject of the main 

Topical Questionnaire; referred to as the “selected child” (Child and Adolescent Health 

Measurement Initiative, 2019). A sample of size n = 2000 was used for analyses as this matches 
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the value used by Galimard et al. in their 2016 simulation study. Five continuous variables were 

selected for use: fampov (family poverty ratio); adult1age (age, in years, of the adult identified as 

the primary caregiver); moved (number of times selected child has moved to a new address); 

HHcount (number of people living at address); childage (age of selected child, in years). These 

variables were selected due to their having no missing values in the dataset and the latter 

variables’ potential for a predictive relationship with the fampov variable for use in a regression 

model.  

Missingness Conditions - Mechanisms and Proportions of Missing Data 

The miceMNAR model proposed by Galimard et al. (2016) was compared to MICE and 

CCA. To investigate the performance of these various methods for handling missing data, the 

methods were applied under varying conditions. A linear regression model was fit to the full 

dataset when no values were missing, serving as the benchmark for the analyses with missing 

data. Then, after generating missing values under the varying conditions, CCA, MICE and 

miceMNAR were implemented separately and the linear regression model was fit to each of the 

resulting datasets. Galimard et al. (2016) found their miceMNAR model able to simultaneously 

handle MNAR in the outcome and MAR in a predictor. Therefore, after fitting a linear regression 

model to the full dataset, MAR data was generated in one of the predictors for all subsequent 

simulations. In separate, subsequent simulations, MAR or MNAR data was generated on the 

outcome variable to compare the results obtained under these differing conditions. The 

generation of both MAR and MNAR data in different conditions allowed for an examination of 

the miceMNAR method’s ability to handle MNAR compared to MAR. This was deemed 

appropriate as this method is intended to handle missing data when the mechanisms are known to 

be different on multiple variables. Additionally, Galimard et al. (2016) generated both MAR and 
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MNAR in the outcome under different conditions so, the current study aligns more closely with 

their methods. Varying percentages of missing data were generated for both the MAR and 

MNAR conditions.  

Bennett (2001) found that bias is likely to occur when more than 10% of data are missing 

and “Enders (2003) stated that a missing rate of 15% to 20% was common in educational and 

psychological studies” (as cited in Dong & Peng, 2013, p. 1). Gomer and Yuan (2020), used 

10%, 20%, 30% and 40% missing, Aliyara et al., (2019) used 10%, 25% and 50% missing while 

Enders (2003) used 15% and 30% missing for their respective studies. Galimard et al., used 30% 

missing data for their simulation studies in 2016 and 2018. Given this information from previous 

literature, 20% MAR on the predictor and 10%, 20% and 30% missing data on the outcome were 

selected as the missingness conditions to be utilized in this study.  

Thus, analyses were conducted under with the following missingness conditions on the 

fampov outcome variable: a 0% missing comparison analysis, 10% MAR, 20% MAR, 30% 

MAR, 10% MNAR, 20% MNAR and 30% MNAR; methods and conditions for generating the 

missing values are explained later in this Method section. All missing data conditions also 

contained 20% MAR in the moved predictor. Then, CCA, MICE and miceMNAR methods were 

applied to the six datasets with missing values, followed by the fitting of a linear regression 

model to each.  

Model Comparison Measures 

Borrowing from the practices and terminology of Galimard et al., (2016), results were 

compared by obtaining the empirical mean of the parameter estimates, the relative percentage of 

bias, the mean of estimated standard errors and the coverage of nominal 95% confidence 

intervals. A comparison of the estimates obtained from the missing data techniques to the 
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parameter estimates from the full dataset allows for more certain determinations of which 

method is most effective in handling missing values under varying conditions.  

Generation of Missing Data 

Missing data was generated using R software, specifically the ampute function of the 

mice library (van Buuren & Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2021). To illustrate, example code for the 

30% MNAR in the fampov outcome (with 20%MAR in the moved predictor) condition is shown 

here; all subsequent discussion of ampute will be explained in the context of this example: 

 
#generate 20% MAR in moved predictor and 30% MNAR in fampov outcome 

mypatterns<-c(1,1,0,1,1) 
mypatterns2<-rbind(mypatterns, c(1,1,1,1,0)) 
 
myweights<-c(2, 1, 0, 1, 1) 
myweights2<-rbind(myweights, c(0,0,0,0,1)) 
 
myfreq<-c(.40,.60) 
 
MNAR30<-ampute(NSCH, prop = .5, patterns = mypatterns2, freq = 
myfreq, weights = myweights2, type = "RIGHT") 
 
MNAR30$amp 
 
 
The variables contained in the dataset are as follows: childage, adult1age, moved, 

HHcount, fampov; this ordering is relevant and will be referenced later in this section. The 

ampute function divides all cases in the dataset randomly into k subsets where k is the number 

of missing data patterns defined by the user.  These are patterns which specify which variables 

will have missing values and which variables will remain complete (Schouten et al., 2018) These 

patterns are defined by providing a vector (if only one missingness pattern is desired) or matrix 

(if multiple missingness patterns are desired) for the patterns argument where values of 0 

indicate the variable will have missing data and values of 1 indicate the variable will remain 
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complete. As seen above, mypatterns specified missingness on the continuous moved 

predictor which was then joined in a matrix (mypatterns2) with another 

vector specifying missingness on the continuous fampov outcome. As there were two patterns 

defined, all cases were assigned randomly to one of the two patterns.  

The prop argument refers to the proportion of rows in each pattern which will have 

missing values. In our example, the proportion of .5 indicates that, within each pattern, 50% of 

the data rows will contain missing values.  

The freq argument refers to the relative occurrence of each missingness pattern and can 

be specified by a vector with the length equal to the number of patterns specified. Here, we see 

the relative frequencies of .40 and .60. This indicates that 40% of cases were assigned to the first 

pattern (where the moved variable is made incomplete) and 60% of the cases were assigned to 

the second pattern (which generates missing data in the fampov variable). As we already 

specified a missingness proportion of .5, 50% of the first pattern cases have missing values, 

leading to 20% of the total dataset having missing values with that first pattern (.5 * .4 = .2; i.e., 

20% missing in the moved variable). Similarly, 50% of the cases assigned to the second pattern 

have missing values, resulting in 30% missing values in the fampov variable.  

Weights, and in turn the missingness mechanism of MAR or MNAR, were assigned to 

the missingness patterns through the weights argument. In essence, “the user determines which 

variables determine the missingness and which variables do not” through use of the weights 

matrix (Schouten et al., 2018). Here, the user provides a vector or matrix which specifies how the 

weighted sum scores for each case will be calculated. The weight matrix aligns with the pattern 

matrix so that the weights differ per pattern, i.e., the first vector in the weight matrix specifies 

weights for the cases in the first pattern vector. Weighted sum scores are the outcomes of a linear 
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regression model in which the coefficients are the weight values from the weight matrix. These 

weighted sum scores are then used to determine the probability that a case will be missing based 

upon additional arguments. To ampute with a MAR mechanism, variables that will have missing 

are given a weight of 0. To ampute with a MNAR mechanism, variables that will have missing 

receive a weight. Thus, to generate MAR data in the moved predictor as seen in the example 

above, pattern 1 was given a weight of 1 for all variables except a weight of 2 for the childage 

variable and a weight of 0 for the moved variable itself. The decision to give greater weight to 

childage was based on its use as the main control variable due to a .29 Pearson correlation 

between childage and moved, the highest among predictors. Additionally, there was theoretical 

reasoning that the propensity for missingness on the number of times a child has moved to a new 

address might increase with child’s age as the reporting adult might be further removed from or 

potentially unaware of (in the cases of fostering, adopting or removal of a child/placement with 

relatives) any changes in a child’s residential history. The weight of 0 for the moved variable 

specifies a MAR mechanism as the missingness will not depend on the values of the missing 

data. Ultimately, this means missingness was generated in the moved variable based on the 

scores in the observed data, a MAR mechanism, and the childage variable had a stronger 

relationship to whether the moved value was missing for a particular case compared to the other 

predictors, adult1age and HHcount. These weights were used for pattern 1 under all conditions. 

Weights for MNAR missingness were specified by assigning weights of 0 for all variables except 

the fampov outcome. This ensures the missingness depends only upon the variable in which 

there is missing data, a MNAR mechanism.   

The type argument specifies the type of probability distribution which is applied to the 

weighted sum scores. In this case, RIGHT missingness was employed as this determines that 
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cases with high weighted sum scores will have higher probability to have missing values 

(Schouten et al., 2018). In the context of this study, due to the weight matrix, those with higher 

childage scores have a higher likelihood of having a missing value on the moved variable. 

Similarly, those with higher a higher family poverty ratio are more likely to have a missing value 

for fampov. This decision was based in theory as those with higher levels of poverty might be 

more likely to refrain from reporting their income.  

As the weights matrix was used to create the missingness mechanisms in both patterns, 

the mech argument remained at default settings. The six missingness conditions were generated 

on the outcome by appropriately altering the prop, freq and weights arguments to adjust the 

percentage and missingness mechanism. Missing data was generated with 20% MAR on the 

moved variable for all conditions. This was a necessary step as the miceMNAR procedure was 

designed to handle not only MNAR data in the outcome but also MAR data in predictors.  

Analysis Methods 

After fitting a linear regression model to the full dataset, the following methods for 

handling missing data were then applied to the datasets: complete case analysis (CCA), 

multivariate imputation using chained equations (MICE) and the multiple imputation approach in 

the framework of chained equations for use with MNAR mechanisms that is compatible with 

Heckman’s model (miceMNAR).  

CCA was applied using the na.omit function in R which omits, or removes, all cases 

where any observation is missing. After dropping cases with missing values, a regression 

equation was fit to the CCA data.  

 MICE was applied using the mice function from the mice package in R (van Buuren & 

Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2021). The number of imputations (argument m) was set to 10, yielding 10 
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imputed datasets of size n = 2000. The method argument was set to NULL and thus, was 

regulated by the defaultMethod argument, which uses Predictive Mean Matching (pmm) for 

numeric data.  The predictorMatrix argument was left as default and, therefore, all variables 

in the dataset were used as predictors for each target column. The maxit argument which sets 

the number of iterations for the chained equation process, was set to 10, based on 

recommendations from White et al., (2011) and to match the procedure used by Galimard et al. 

After the cycle of imputations and iterations was complete, regression models were fit to the 

datasets and results were pooled.  

The miceMNAR package was used to carry out imputation by Heckman’s model for 

continuous outcome using a two-step estimator. First, a matrix was generated in which the 

selection and outcome equations are defined and joined using the generate_JointModelEq 

call with arguments data (where one specifies the name of dataset to be used) and varMNAR 

(where one specifies the name of the MNAR outcome to be imputed). Each of these equations is 

a vector of the length of the number of variables where the value is 1 if the variable is included in 

the equation and 0 if it is not. For example, the selection equation includes the childage, 

adult1age, moved and HHcount variables and therefore the vector was defined as: 

c(1,1,1,1,0). It should also be noted that the outcome equation did not include childage, in 

order to meet the exclusion-restriction criteria, which requires that at least one covariate is 

included in the selection equation and not in the outcome equation so as to avoid collinear 

predictors of the two models. Childage was selected due to it having the smallest Pearson 

correlation (r = .04) with the fampov outcome among all predictors. The reasoning here is that 

childage having the smallest correlation with the outcome, not including it in the outcome 
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equation would have the smallest impact on the miceMNAR’s ability to impute missing values 

while still avoiding collinearity in the two equations.  

The MNARargument function allows the user to apply modified arguments to the mice 

function of the mice package for imputation of MNAR outcomes (van Buuren & Groothuis-

Oudshoorn, 2021). This function simply requires the user to set the data, varMNAR and 

JointModelEq arguments as described above. The method was modified to use Heckman’s 

two-step estimator using the following code: arg$method["fampov"] <- 

"hecknorm2step" The mice function was then applied to the data and arguments were 

specified using the MNARargument function’s modified arguments. Iterations (maxit) and 

number of imputed datasets (m) were set to 10 as this matched the procedure used by Galimard et 

al. Example code is seen here:   

 mice.mnar.impute<- mice(data = arg$data_mod, 
                          method = arg$method, 
                          predictorMatrix = arg$predictorMatrix, 
                          JointModelEq=arg$JointModelEq, 
                          control=arg$control, 
                          maxit=10,m=10)  
 

Once the miceMNAR imputations were complete, regression models were fit to the datasets and 

results were pooled. This process was carried out on the three MAR datasets (10%, 20%, 30%) 

and the three MNAR datasets (10%, 20%, 30%).  

 Using the for (j in 1:100) command in R, these analyses were looped 100 times, 

creating 100 replications for each analysis under each missingness condition. Percent bias, the 

percentage of difference between the true mean and its estimate, was calculated by subtracting 

the full model coefficient from the simulated model coefficient for each variable across the 

replications for each missingness condition. 95% confidence intervals for the coefficients were 

obtained and used to calculate coverage probability, the proportion of times the 95% confidence 
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interval of the estimated summary mean contains the true value. An ifelse function was used 

to identify significant p-values for each variable across the replications for each missingness 

condition. This function assigns a value of 1 if the p-value is less than .05 and a value of 0 if 

greater than .05. Results of all analyses across the 100 replications were combined and means 

were calculated for coefficients, standard errors, significance, percent bias and coverage 

probability. These means serve as our method for comparison of the missing data methods used 

in this study.  

Results 

 The mean coefficients for all methods and missingness conditions are shown in Table 1; 

estimates nearest the full regression are shaded for each analysis and missingness condition. 

Under the MAR10 and MAR20 conditions, miceMNAR provided the closest estimates for the 

intercept and adult1age variables and for HHcount under MAR20. Under MAR30, miceMNAR 

provided the closest estimates to the full regression for only HHcount. Overall, under MAR 

conditions, MICE and miceMNAR provided similar estimates which were close to the 

coefficients obtained from the full regression. Under MAR conditions, CCA performed the 

worst, with one exception: under MAR10 for HHcount.  

MICE provided the closest estimates across the MNAR conditions with a few exceptions. 

miceMNAR provided the best estimate for the MNAR30 intercept. miceMNAR performed better 

than CCA only on the MNAR30 intercept and adult1age variable. Otherwise, miceMNAR 

greatly overestimated all coefficients across the MNAR conditions. It is interesting to note that 

CCA provided the best estimate for HHcount on three occasions: MAR10, MNAR20 (equal to 

MICE), MNAR30. This might indicate both MICE and miceMNAR had difficulty estimating 

coefficients for this particular variable. It should be noted that the moved variable contained 20% 
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MAR missing values across all conditions (other than the full regression model). Therefore, it is 

not surprising that CCA performed the worst for this variable across all MAR conditions, as both 

MICE and miceMNAR impute values while CCA uses only the available data.  

Table 1 

Mean coefficients for regression models across 100 replications by missingness condition 

Coefficients 
Method parameter MAR10 MAR20 MAR30 MNAR10 MNAR20 MNAR30 
Full regression intercept 332.08 332.08 332.08 332.08 332.08 332.08 
CCA intercept 324.15 318.38 306.68 326.78 317.35 307.81 
MICE intercept 328.84 326.48 323.15 327.26 320.98 313.74 
miceMNAR intercept 329.84 326.56 322.61 459.98 425.93 349.23 
         
Full regression adult1age 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 
CCA adult1age 1.54 1.70 1.91 1.33 1.19 1.11 
MICE adult1age 1.53 1.59 1.63 1.41 1.36 1.32 
miceMNAR adult1age 1.51 1.57 1.66 2.30 1.98 1.81 
         
Full regression moved -11.26 -11.26 -11.26 -11.26 -11.26 -11.26 
CCA moved -12.90 -13.55 -14.12 -12.55 -12.25 -12.05 
MICE moved -11.70 -12.12 -12.46 -11.84 -11.57 -11.56 
miceMNAR moved -12.58 -13.25 -13.71 -13.58 -13.83 -12.68 
         
Full regression HHcount -21.90 -21.90 -21.90 -21.90 -21.90 -21.90 
CCA HHcount -21.74 -21.33 -20.79 -22.75 -21.53 -21.30 
MICE HHcount -21.73 -21.63 -21.24 -21.69 -21.53 -21.10 

miceMNAR HHcount -22.22 -22.03 -21.87 -34.99 -31.93 -25.87 

 

The standard errors for all analyses and missingness conditions are shown in Table 2; 

estimates nearest the full regression are shaded for each analysis and missingness condition. 

These results show that MICE provided the closest (and smallest) standard errors across all 

variables and missingness conditions. Very large standard errors were found for the miceMNAR 
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method across all conditions and variables. Especially large standard errors were obtained for all 

three MNAR conditions. This suggests the miceMNAR method had difficulty in estimating 

parameters under MNAR conditions.  

Table 2 

Mean standard errors for regression models across 100 iterations by missingness conditions 

Standard errors 
Method parameter MAR10 MAR20 MAR30 MNAR10 MNAR20 MNAR30 
Full regression intercept 16.25 16.25 16.25 16.25 16.25 16.25 
CCA intercept 20.20 21.84 24.08 19.77 21.28 22.96 
MICE intercept 17.46 18.35 19.64 17.26 18.46 19.93 
miceMNAR intercept 30.48 30.86 31.20 151.03 229.78 257.12 
         
Full regression adult1age 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 
CCA adult1age 0.36 0.40 0.44 0.36 0.39 0.42 
MICE adult1age 0.31 0.32 0.34 0.30 0.32 0.35 
miceMNAR adult1age 0.64 0.72 0.80 1.69 1.74 1.57 
         
Full regression moved 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.29 
CCA moved 1.70 1.91 2.22 1.60 1.72 1.87 
MICE moved 1.65 1.85 2.09 1.56 1.72 1.84 
miceMNAR moved 3.06 3.34 3.86 8.66 9.64 9.34 
         
Full regression HHcount 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 
CCA HHcount 3.13 3.43 3.82 3.03 3.26 3.51 
MICE HHcount 2.65 2.87 3.11 2.61 2.77 2.96 
miceMNAR HHcount 4.25 4.53 4.88 16.73 18.74 18.62 

 

Using the ifelse function in R, p-values were assigned a 1 if below the threshold of .05 

(i.e., the coefficient was significant in the regression model) and a 0 if above .05 (i.e., the 

coefficient was not significant in the regression model). Table 3 shows the means of these 0 or 1 

values across the 100 replications for all variables and missingness conditions. This represents 

the percentage of times the coefficient was significant at the .05 level across 100 replications. 
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For example, a value of 1 indicates the coefficient was significant in every estimation of the 

model; a value of 0.81 indicates the coefficient was significant in 81% of the estimations of the 

regression model. Given that the coefficients were significant in the model based on the full 

dataset, a value of 1 is desirable for this parameter.  

The results show that, under MAR conditions, the miceMNAR method found a 

significant result 100% of the time for the intercept and 97% or greater for HHcount. Results for 

adult1age are notable as there was significance 62%, 49%, 45% of the time for the MAR10, 

MAR20 and MAR30 conditions, respectively. Under the three MNAR conditions, miceMNAR 

found significance less than 50% of the time in all but two instances (MNAR10 intercept and 

MNAR10 HHcount).  
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Table 3 

Percentage of significant coefficients across 100 iterations by missingness condition 

Significance 
Method parameter MAR10 MAR20 MAR30 MNAR10 MNAR20 MNAR30 
Full regression intercept 1 1 1 1 1 1 
CCA intercept 1 1 1 1 1 1 
MICE intercept 1 1 1 1 1 1 
miceMNAR intercept 1 1 1 0.82 0.47 0.4 
         
Full regression adult1age 1 1 1 1 1 1 
CCA adult1age 1 1 0.99 1 0.97 0.86 
MICE adult1age 1 1 1 1 1 1 
miceMNAR adult1age 0.62 0.49 0.45 0.35 0.20 0.18 
         
Full regression moved 1 1 1 1 1 1 
CCA moved 1 1 1 1 1 1 
MICE moved 1 1 1 1 1 1 
miceMNAR moved 0.94 0.93 0.89 0.47 0.38 0.45 
         
Full regression HHcount 1 1 1 1 1 1 
CCA HHcount 1 1 1 1 1 1 
MICE HHcount 1 1 1 1 1 1 
miceMNAR HHcount 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.68 0.44 0.34 

 

Percent bias, the percentage of difference between the true mean and its estimate, are 

shown in Table 4, with the smallest bias shaded for each variable and missingness condition. It is 

desirable to have a bias near 0 as this indicates the estimate is very near the true mean. 

miceMNAR performed very well for the MAR conditions, providing the smallest, or very close 

to the smallest, bias for all variables and outperforming CCA in nearly all cases. miceMNAR 

showed a great amount of bias across the MNAR conditions, though it did provide the smallest 

bias for the intercept. MICE provided relatively small biases across all variables and conditions 
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and CCA provided the largest biases for all MAR conditions with one exception (under MAR10 

on HHcount).  

Table 4 

Percent bias for regression coefficients across 100 iterations by missingness condition 

Bias 
Method parameter MAR10 MAR20 MAR30 MNAR10 MNAR20 MNAR30 
CCA intercept -0.02 -0.04 -0.08 -0.02 -0.04 -0.07 
MICE intercept -0.01 -0.02 -0.03 -0.01 -0.03 -0.06 
miceMNAR intercept -0.01 -0.02 -0.03 0.39 0.28 0.05 
         
CCA adult1age 0.06 0.16 0.31 -0.08 -0.18 -0.24 
MICE adult1age 0.05 0.09 0.12 -0.04 -0.06 -0.10 
miceMNAR adult1age 0.04 0.08 0.14 0.58 0.36 0.24 
         
CCA moved 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.11 0.09 0.07 
MICE moved 0.04 0.08 0.11 0.05 0.03 0.03 
miceMNAR moved 0.12 0.18 0.22 0.21 0.23 0.13 
         
CCA HHcount -0.01 -0.01 -0.10 0.08 -0.03 -0.05 
MICE HHcount -0.02 -0.02 -0.06 -0.02 -0.03 -0.07 
miceMNAR HHcount 0.03 0.01 0.00 1.16 0.89 0.35 

 

 Coverage probabilities, the proportion of times the 95% confidence interval of the 

estimated summary mean contains the true value, are shown in Table 5. It is desirable to have 

coverage near 95%; coverage lower than 95% indicates an inaccurate estimator (Trikalinos et al., 

2013). Values 92 - 98% are shaded in the table as these probabilities indicate good coverage. It is 

notable that many coverage probabilities were found to be 100% which might indicate an 

inefficient estimator (Trikalinos et al., 2013).  

miceMNAR provided good coverage across all conditions and variables with the 

exception of the intercept under the MNAR10 and MNAR20 conditions. Almost all values in the 
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table are near 95% or greater. There are many cases in which the coverage was 100%. This is 

possibly an indication that these estimators were inefficient and there was perhaps not much 

variability across the iterations. However, knowing the large standard errors and poor coefficient 

estimates obtained using the miceMNAR method under MNAR mechanisms, these overall good 

coverage probabilities suggest the confidence intervals obtained for the miceMNAR method 

were quite large and therefore, quite forgiving when estimating coverage probabilities. In other 

words, the 95% confidence intervals were so wide, due to the inflated standard errors, that the 

intervals often contained the true value of the coefficient.  

Table 5 

Coverage probability of 95% confidence intervals across 100 iterations by missingness condition 

Coverage 
Method parameter MAR10 MAR20 MAR30 MNAR10 MNAR20 MNAR30 
CCA intercept 1 1 0.89 1 0.98 0.96 
MICE intercept 1 1 1 1 1 0.98 
miceMNAR intercept 1 1 1 0.89 0.89 0.94 
         
CCA adult1age 1 0.99 0.89 1 0.99 0.98 
MICE adult1age 1 1 0.99 1 1 1 
miceMNAR adult1age 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 1 
         
CCA moved 0.91 0.83 0.84 1 0.98 0.97 
MICE moved 0.99 0.97 0.96 1 1 1 
miceMNAR moved 0.99 0.97 0.96 1 1 1 
         
CCA HHcount 1 1 1 1 1 1 
MICE HHcount 1 1 1 1 1 1 
miceMNAR HHcount 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Discussion 

 Galimard et al. (2016), found their miceMNAR method to be efficient in imputing 

missing MNAR data in the outcome and MAR in predictors. Results from this study, however, 

offer little evidence in support of this method. This is not to say that the miceMNAR method is 

an inefficient or ineffective one; there are multiple factors which likely influenced its ability to 

accurately predict model parameters. The miceMNAR method resulted in highly inflated 

standard errors, particularly under MNAR missingness conditions. These standard error values 

were so large that it is difficult to trust any parameter estimates obtained from the use of this 

method. It is likely there were issues with the dataset and methods implemented in this study; 

potential issues with this study are discussed here as they relate to the poor results obtained from 

the miceMNAR method.  

Perhaps contributing to the poor results obtained using the miceMNAR method to impute 

missing values is the fact that even the full dataset regression model only accounted for 9% of 

the variance in the outcome. This suggests these predictor variables are not accounting for very 

much variance and perhaps this effected the ability of the miceMNAR method to use these 

predictors in the joint modeling equation for imputations. It should also be noted that although all 

variables were continuous, values for some of the predictor variables fell within a relatively 

small range. For example, the moved variable ranged from 0 to 15 and the HHcount variable 

ranged from 2 to 15. Additionally, the childage variable used in the selection equation, ranged 

from 0 to 17. Although not technically discrete, these ranges might have influenced the ability of 

the miceMNAR method and subsequent regression models to provide accurate parameter 

estimates and standard errors.  
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MICE generally provided accurate estimates of regression coefficients and relatively 

small standard errors when these estimates were combined across 100 iterations of analysis. 

MICE provided smaller mean biases across the 100 iterations for nearly all variables and 

missingness conditions when compared to CCA. This supports previous research that CCA is not 

recommended with large amounts of missing data as CCA drops cases with missing values 

(Pigott, 2001). Particularly in the case of MNAR mechanisms, CCA results in biased parameter 

estimates as the missing value itself is related to the missingness mechanism (Ayilara et al., 

2019). In this study, for example, when generating MNAR in the fampov outcome, higher levels 

of family poverty were more likely to be missing from the dataset. Therefore, by dropping the 

cases with missing values in the fampov variable (as opposed to imputing a probable value) 

results obtained from a regression model would underrepresent children in impoverished 

families, introducing bias in the resulting parameter estimates.  

Although MICE assumes an ignorable missingness mechanism (MCAR or MAR), this 

imputation method was able to provide smaller biases in coefficient estimates across the 100 

iterations of each missingness condition compared to CCA. There was one, small exception in 

the HHcount variable under the MAR10 condition in which biases were -0.01 and -0.02 for CCA 

and MICE, respectively. MICE also outperformed miceMNAR across all MNAR conditions with 

one, small exception in the intercept under the MNAR30 condition in which biases were 0.05 

and -0.06 for miceMNAR and MICE, respectively. The miceMNAR method provided accurate 

coefficient estimates under MAR mechanisms and, in fact, provided biases which were smaller 

or very near the biases obtained from MICE. Galimard et al. (2016) found their miceMNAR 

model provided larger estimated standard error values compared to multiple imputation (see page 

24 above) so the findings of the current study do align with their previous research in that 
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respect. This finding does offer support for their method in this case as the standard errors from 

the MAR conditions are larger but the biases are low for the miceMNAR method. However, 

across the MNAR conditions the standard errors are not only much larger than the standard 

errors from the full regression, the percent biases are quite large as well.  

Further research is needed to provide evidence for the miceMNAR method in its 

application to real data with known nonignorable missingness mechanisms or unknown 

missingness mechanisms as this study failed to do so. Further research should continue to test 

this miceMNAR method on both simulated and non-simulated data. The variables in this dataset 

were selected due to their having no missing values in the full dataset. This allowed for a 

comparison of the missing data methods to the parameter estimates obtained from a full, non-

simulated dataset. Additionally, having no missing values in the dataset allowed for a high level 

of control over the missingness mechanisms in the data as they were generated by the researcher. 

This high-level of control can be attained when using simulated data (or datasets with no missing 

values as was the case in this study) but the researcher then forfeits the benefit of testing their 

methods on real data and, ultimately, the goal of any missing data technique is to apply it to real 

data to preserve statistical power and obtain accurate parameter estimates from any statistical 

models subsequently fit to the data. In datasets with truly missing values, one can only test 

whether the data is MCAR or investigate possible MNAR mechanisms through sensitivity 

analyses, therefore adding uncertainty to the true missingness mechanism found in the data. 

Therefore, this miceMNAR method should be applied to both real and simulated data in future 

research to provide ample evidence for the efficacy of the method.  

The variables, and the resulting regression model, were not necessarily selected based on 

any theoretical foundation and this is a limitation in this study. As mentioned previously, the full 
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regression model accounted for only 9% of the variance in the fampov variable, indicating a 

weak predictive relationship among the predictors and the outcome. This should be addressed in 

future research by testing the miceMNAR method on stronger statistical models. Additionally, 

the childage variable was selected as the exclusion-restriction criteria for the miceMNAR 

method due to it having a correlation of only .04 with the fampov outcome. All other variables in 

the outcome and selection equation were the same. Future research could investigate whether 

having these two equations deviate from one another even more and, in turn, further avoiding 

multicollinearity among these equations, might influence the imputations obtained from the joint 

model. Additionally, missingness could be generated on other variables in the dataset to 

investigate whether the reasons for the issues under MNAR mechanisms were related to 

something inherent in the particular variables in which missingness was generated.  

 This study generated 20% missing at random data in the moved variable. This percentage 

remained consistent across all missingness conditions generated in the outcome. Galimard et al. 

(2016) generated 30% missing data in the predictor and the outcome in their simulation study. 

Additional missingness percentages should be examined in future research. While both 20% and 

30% align with Enders’ (2003) finding that 15% to 20% missing data is common in 

psychological studies, Bennett (2001) found that bias is likely to occur when more than 10% of 

data are missing. Therefore, the performance of this miceMNAR method should be tested under 

varying amounts of missing data in the predictor as this would allow for more general statements 

about its ability to handle real missing data, which is likely to vary from 20% or 30%.  

 The results of this study failed to offer evidence for the use of miceMNAR with MAR 

data in predictors and MNAR data in the outcome variable. The standard errors obtained after 

imputation using this method were much too large for the results to be accepted with any 
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confidence. The limitations discussed here surely inhibited this miceMNAR method from 

performing optimally. With the suggested alterations to the methods put forth in this discussion, 

future research should be able to provide stronger support for this method.  
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Appendix A 

R Code for 10% MAR condition: 
 
library(foreign) 
library(missMethods) 
library(mice) 
library(miceMNAR) 
NSCH<-read.spss("/Users/brendanshanahan/Desktop/Thesis/thesis.data.sav", to.data.frame=TRUE, 
use.value.labels=FALSE) 
 
coefficients.MAR10<-NULL 
ses.MAR10<-NULL 
bias.MAR10<-NULL 
cover.MAR10<-NULL 
sigs.MAR10<-NULL 
 
 
#ANALYZE COMPLETE DATA# 
full.regression<-lm(fampov ~ adult1age + moved + HHcount, data = NSCH) 
full.regression.sum<-summary(full.regression) 
full.regression.int<-full.regression.sum$coefficients[1,1] 
full.regression.adult1age<-full.regression.sum$coefficients[2,1] 
full.regression.moved<-full.regression.sum$coefficients[3,1] 
full.regression.hhcount<-full.regression.sum$coefficients[4,1] 
full.regression.int.se<-full.regression.sum$coefficients[1,2] 
full.regression.adult1age.se<-full.regression.sum$coefficients[2,2] 
full.regression.moved.se<-full.regression.sum$coefficients[3,2] 
full.regression.hhcount.se<-full.regression.sum$coefficients[4,2] 
full.regression.int.p<-full.regression.sum$coefficients[1,4] 
full.regression.adult1age.p<-full.regression.sum$coefficients[2,4] 
full.regression.moved.p<-full.regression.sum$coefficients[3,4] 
full.regression.hhcount.p<-full.regression.sum$coefficients[4,4] 
full.regression.int.sig<-ifelse(full.regression.int.p<=0.05,1,0) 
full.regression.adult1age.sig<-ifelse(full.regression.adult1age.p<=0.05,1,0) 
full.regression.moved.sig<-ifelse(full.regression.moved.p<=0.05,1,0) 
full.regression.hhcount.sig<-ifelse(full.regression.hhcount.p<=0.05,1,0) 
 
#LOOPS 100 TIMES 
for (j in 1:100){ 
 
#generate 20% MAR in moved predictor and 10% MAR in fampov outcome 
  mypatterns<-c(1,1,0,1,1) 
  mypatterns2<-rbind(mypatterns, c(1,1,1,1,0)) 
  myweights<-c(2, 1, 0, 1, 1) 
  myweights2<-rbind(myweights, c(1,1,1,1,0)) 
  myfreq<-c(.67,.33) 
  MAR10<-ampute(NSCH, prop = .3, patterns = mypatterns2, freq = myfreq, weights = myweights2, 
type = "RIGHT") 
  MAR10$amp 
   
   
  #ANALYZE LISTWISE DATA# 
  CCA<-na.omit(MAR10$amp) 
  CCA.regression<-lm(fampov ~ adult1age + moved + HHcount, data = CCA) 
  cca.regression.sum<-summary(CCA.regression) 
  cca.regression.int<-cca.regression.sum$coefficients[1,1] 
  cca.regression.adult1age<-cca.regression.sum$coefficients[2,1] 
  cca.regression.moved<-cca.regression.sum$coefficients[3,1] 
  cca.regression.hhcount<-cca.regression.sum$coefficients[4,1] 
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  cca.regression.int.se<-cca.regression.sum$coefficients[1,2] 
  cca.regression.adult1age.se<-cca.regression.sum$coefficients[2,2] 
  cca.regression.moved.se<-cca.regression.sum$coefficients[3,2] 
  cca.regression.hhcount.se<-cca.regression.sum$coefficients[4,2] 
  cca.regression.int.p<-cca.regression.sum$coefficients[1,4] 
  cca.regression.adult1age.p<-cca.regression.sum$coefficients[2,4] 
  cca.regression.moved.p<-cca.regression.sum$coefficients[3,4] 
  cca.regression.hhcount.p<-cca.regression.sum$coefficients[4,4] 
  cca.regression.int.sig<-ifelse(cca.regression.int.p<=0.05,1,0) 
  cca.regression.adult1age.sig<-ifelse(cca.regression.adult1age.p<=0.05,1,0) 
  cca.regression.moved.sig<-ifelse(cca.regression.moved.p<=0.05,1,0) 
  cca.regression.hhcount.sig<-ifelse(cca.regression.hhcount.p<=0.05,1,0) 
   
  cca.int.bias<-(cca.regression.int-full.regression.int)/full.regression.int 
  cca.adult1age.bias<-(cca.regression.adult1age-
full.regression.adult1age)/full.regression.adult1age 
  cca.moved.bias<-(cca.regression.moved-full.regression.moved)/full.regression.moved 
  cca.hhcount.bias<-(cca.regression.hhcount-full.regression.hhcount)/full.regression.moved 
   
  cca.ci<-confint(CCA.regression) 
  cca.regression.int.cover<-ifelse(cca.ci[1,1]<full.regression.int & 
cca.ci[1,2]>full.regression.int,1,0) 
  cca.regression.adult1age.cover<-ifelse(cca.ci[2,1]<full.regression.adult1age & 
cca.ci[2,2]>full.regression.adult1age,1,0) 
  cca.regression.moved.cover<-ifelse(cca.ci[3,1]<full.regression.moved & 
cca.ci[3,2]>full.regression.moved,1,0) 
  cca.regression.hhcount.cover<-ifelse(cca.ci[4,1]<full.regression.hhcount & 
cca.ci[4,2]>full.regression.hhcount,1,0) 
   
   
  ##STANDARD MICE## 
  mice.impute<-mice(MAR10$amp, print=FALSE, maxit=10, m=10) 
  mice.regression<-with(mice.impute, lm(fampov ~ adult1age + moved + HHcount)) 
  mice.regression.pooled<-pool(mice.regression) 
  mice.regression.sum<-summary(mice.regression.pooled) 
  mice.regression.int<- mice.regression.sum[1,2] 
  mice.regression.adult1age<- mice.regression.sum[2,2] 
  mice.regression.moved<- mice.regression.sum[3,2] 
  mice.regression.hhcount<- mice.regression.sum[4,2] 
  mice.regression.int.se<-mice.regression.sum[1,3] 
  mice.regression.adult1age.se<-mice.regression.sum[2,3] 
  mice.regression.moved.se<-mice.regression.sum[3,3] 
  mice.regression.hhcount.se<-mice.regression.sum[4,3] 
  mice.regression.int.p<-mice.regression.sum[1,6] 
  mice.regression.adult1age.p<-mice.regression.sum[2,6] 
  mice.regression.moved.p<-mice.regression.sum[3,6] 
  mice.regression.hhcount.p<-mice.regression.sum[4,6] 
  mice.regression.int.sig<-ifelse(mice.regression.int.p<=0.05,1,0) 
  mice.regression.adult1age.sig<-ifelse(mice.regression.adult1age.p<=0.05,1,0) 
  mice.regression.moved.sig<-ifelse(mice.regression.moved.p<=0.05,1,0) 
  mice.regression.hhcount.sig<-ifelse(mice.regression.hhcount.p<=0.05,1,0) 
   
  mice.int.bias<-(mice.regression.int-full.regression.int)/full.regression.int 
  mice.adult1age.bias<-(mice.regression.adult1age-
full.regression.adult1age)/full.regression.adult1age 
  mice.moved.bias<-(mice.regression.moved-full.regression.moved)/full.regression.moved 
  mice.hhcount.bias<-(mice.regression.hhcount-full.regression.hhcount)/full.regression.moved 
   
  #confidence intervals for mids/mira 
  library(parameters) 
  mice.regression.pooled.parameters<-model_parameters(mice.regression.pooled, ci=0.95) 
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  library(dplyr) 
  mice.ci<-select(mice.regression.pooled.parameters, Coefficient, CI_low, CI_high) 
   
  #mice.ci<-confint(mice.reg.pooled) 
  mice.regression.int.cover<-ifelse(mice.ci[1,2]<full.regression.int & 
mice.ci[1,3]>full.regression.int,1,0) 
  mice.regression.adult1age.cover<-ifelse(mice.ci[2,2]<full.regression.adult1age & 
mice.ci[2,3]>full.regression.adult1age,1,0) 
  mice.regression.moved.cover<-ifelse(mice.ci[3,2]<full.regression.moved & 
mice.ci[3,3]>full.regression.moved,1,0) 
  mice.regression.hhcount.cover<-ifelse(mice.ci[4,2]<full.regression.hhcount & 
mice.ci[4,3]>full.regression.hhcount,1,0) 
   
   
  ###SELECTION MODEL WITH MICE### 
   
  # Import dataset with a suspected MNAR mechanism 
  require(GJRM) 
  library(miceMNAR) 
  # Specify a selection (missing data mechanism) and an outcome equation (analyse model) 
  # Generate an empty matrix 
  JointModelEq <- generate_JointModelEq(data=MAR10$amp,varMNAR = "fampov") 
  # Fill in with 1 for variable included in equations 
  JointModelEq[,"fampov_var_sel"] <- c(1,1,1,1,0) 
  # This indicates that childage, adult1age, moved and HHcount are included in the selection 
equation of fampov 
  JointModelEq[,"fampov_var_out"] <- c(0,1,1,1,0) 
  # This indicates that adult1age, moved and HHcount are included in the outcome equation of 
fampov 
   
  ## Using 2-step estimation ## 
  arg <- MNARargument(data=MAR10$amp,varMNAR="fampov",JointModelEq=JointModelEq) 
  arg$method["fampov"] <- "hecknorm2step" 
   
  mice.mnar.impute<- mice(data = arg$data_mod, 
                          method = arg$method, 
                          predictorMatrix = arg$predictorMatrix, 
                          JointModelEq=arg$JointModelEq, 
                          control=arg$control, 
                          maxit=10,m=10) 
  mice.mnar.regression<-with(mice.mnar.impute, lm(fampov ~ adult1age + moved + HHcount)) 
  mice.mnar.regression.pooled<-pool(mice.mnar.regression) 
  mice.mnar.regression.sum<-summary(mice.mnar.regression.pooled) 
  mice.mnar.regression.int<- mice.mnar.regression.sum[1,2] 
  mice.mnar.regression.adult1age<- mice.mnar.regression.sum[2,2] 
  mice.mnar.regression.moved<- mice.mnar.regression.sum[3,2] 
  mice.mnar.regression.hhcount<- mice.mnar.regression.sum[4,2] 
  mice.mnar.regression.int.se<-mice.mnar.regression.sum[1,3] 
  mice.mnar.regression.adult1age.se<-mice.mnar.regression.sum[2,3] 
  mice.mnar.regression.moved.se<-mice.mnar.regression.sum[3,3] 
  mice.mnar.regression.hhcount.se<-mice.mnar.regression.sum[4,3] 
  mice.mnar.regression.int.p<-mice.mnar.regression.sum[1,6] 
  mice.mnar.regression.adult1age.p<-mice.mnar.regression.sum[2,6] 
  mice.mnar.regression.moved.p<-mice.mnar.regression.sum[3,6] 
  mice.mnar.regression.hhcount.p<-mice.mnar.regression.sum[4,6] 
  mice.mnar.regression.int.sig<-ifelse(mice.mnar.regression.int.p<=0.05,1,0) 
  mice.mnar.regression.adult1age.sig<-ifelse(mice.mnar.regression.adult1age.p<=0.05,1,0) 
  mice.mnar.regression.moved.sig<-ifelse(mice.mnar.regression.moved.p<=0.05,1,0) 
  mice.mnar.regression.hhcount.sig<-ifelse(mice.mnar.regression.hhcount.p<=0.05,1,0) 
   
  mice.mnar.int.bias<-(mice.mnar.regression.int-full.regression.int)/full.regression.int 
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  mice.mnar.adult1age.bias<-(mice.mnar.regression.adult1age-
full.regression.adult1age)/full.regression.adult1age 
  mice.mnar.moved.bias<-(mice.mnar.regression.moved-
full.regression.moved)/full.regression.moved 
  mice.mnar.hhcount.bias<-(mice.mnar.regression.hhcount-
full.regression.hhcount)/full.regression.moved 
   
  #confidence intervals for mids/mira 
  library(parameters) 
  mice.mnar.regression.pooled.parameters<-model_parameters(mice.mnar.regression.pooled, 
ci=0.95) 
  library(dplyr) 
  mice.mnar.ci<-select(mice.mnar.regression.pooled.parameters, Coefficient, CI_low, CI_high) 
   
  mice.mnar.regression.int.cover<-ifelse(mice.mnar.ci[1,2]<full.regression.int & 
mice.ci[1,3]>full.regression.int,1,0) 
  mice.mnar.regression.adult1age.cover<-ifelse(mice.mnar.ci[2,2]<full.regression.adult1age & 
mice.ci[2,3]>full.regression.adult1age,1,0) 
  mice.mnar.regression.moved.cover<-ifelse(mice.ci[3,2]<full.regression.moved & 
mice.ci[3,3]>full.regression.moved,1,0) 
  mice.mnar.regression.hhcount.cover<-ifelse(mice.ci[4,2]<full.regression.hhcount & 
mice.ci[4,3]>full.regression.hhcount,1,0) 
   
   
  #COMBINE ESTIMATES# 
  coefficients<-cbind(full.regression.int, full.regression.adult1age, full.regression.moved, 
full.regression.hhcount, 
                      cca.regression.int, cca.regression.adult1age, cca.regression.moved, 
cca.regression.hhcount, mice.regression.int, mice.regression.adult1age, 
                      mice.regression.moved, mice.regression.hhcount, 
mice.mnar.regression.int, mice.mnar.regression.adult1age, mice.mnar.regression.moved,  
                      mice.mnar.regression.hhcount) 
   
  #COMBINE STANDARD ERRORS# 
  ses<-cbind(full.regression.int.se, full.regression.adult1age.se, full.regression.moved.se, 
full.regression.hhcount.se, 
             cca.regression.int.se, cca.regression.adult1age.se, cca.regression.moved.se, 
cca.regression.hhcount.se, mice.regression.int.se,  
             mice.regression.adult1age.se, mice.regression.moved.se, 
mice.regression.hhcount.se, mice.mnar.regression.int.se,  
             mice.mnar.regression.adult1age.se, mice.mnar.regression.moved.se, 
mice.mnar.regression.hhcount.se) 
   
  #COMBINE BIAS RESULTS# 
  bias<-cbind(cca.int.bias, cca.adult1age.bias, cca.moved.bias, cca.hhcount.bias, 
mice.int.bias, mice.adult1age.bias, mice.moved.bias, 
              mice.hhcount.bias, mice.mnar.int.bias, mice.mnar.adult1age.bias, 
mice.mnar.moved.bias, mice.mnar.hhcount.bias) 
   
   
  #COMBINE COVERAGE RATES# 
  cover<-
cbind(cca.regression.int.cover,cca.regression.adult1age.cover,cca.regression.moved.cover,cca.r
egression.hhcount.cover,  
               mice.regression.int.cover, mice.regression.adult1age.cover, 
mice.regression.moved.cover, mice.regression.hhcount.cover, 
               mice.mnar.regression.int.cover, mice.mnar.regression.adult1age.cover, 
mice.mnar.regression.moved.cover,  
               mice.mnar.regression.hhcount.cover) 
   
  #COMBINE SIGNIFICANCE TEST RESULTS# 
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  sigs<-cbind(full.regression.int.sig, full.regression.adult1age.sig, 
full.regression.moved.sig, full.regression.hhcount.sig, 
              cca.regression.int.sig, cca.regression.adult1age.sig, cca.regression.moved.sig, 
cca.regression.hhcount.sig, mice.regression.int.sig, 
              mice.regression.adult1age.sig, mice.regression.moved.sig, 
mice.regression.hhcount.sig, mice.mnar.regression.int.sig,  
              mice.mnar.regression.adult1age.sig, mice.mnar.regression.moved.sig, 
mice.mnar.regression.hhcount.sig) 
   
  #COMBINE RESULTS ACROSS REPLICATIONS# 
  coefficients.MAR10<-rbind(coefficients.MAR10, coefficients) 
  ses.MAR10<-rbind(ses.MAR10, ses) 
  sigs.MAR10<-rbind(sigs.MAR10, sigs) 
  bias.MAR10<-rbind(bias.MAR10, bias) 
  cover.MAR10<-rbind(cover.MAR10, cover) 
   
} 
 
#CALCULATE MEANS FOR DIFFERENT OUTCOMES AND SAVE TO A FILE# 
coefficients.mean.MAR10<-t(colMeans(coefficients.MAR10)) 
ses.mean.MAR10<-t(colMeans(ses.MAR10)) 
bias.mean.MAR10<-t(colMeans(bias.MAR10)) 
cover.mean.MAR10<-t(colMeans(cover.MAR10)) 
sigs.mean.MAR10<-t(colMeans(sigs.MAR10)) 
 
coefficients.mean.MAR10 
ses.mean.MAR10 
bias.mean.MAR10 
cover.mean.MAR10 
sigs.mean.MAR10 
 
#WRITE RESULTS TO THE HARD DRIVE# 
##YOU WILL NEED TO CHANGE THESE ADDRESSES TO MATCH WHERE YOU WANT THESE FILES STORED ON YOUR 
COMPUTER## 
write.table(coefficients.MAR10, file="/Users/brendanshanahan/Desktop/Thesis/simulation 
output/coefficients_resultsMAR10.out", col.names=FALSE, row.names=FALSE) 
write.table(ses.MAR10, file="/Users/brendanshanahan/Desktop/Thesis/simulation 
output/ses_resultsMAR10.out", col.names=TRUE, row.names=TRUE) 
write.table(sigs.MAR10, file="/Users/brendanshanahan/Desktop/Thesis/simulation 
output/sigs_resultsMAR10.out", col.names=FALSE, row.names=FALSE) 
write.table(bias.MAR10, file="/Users/brendanshanahan/Desktop/Thesis/simulation 
output/bias_resultsMAR10.out", col.names=FALSE, row.names=FALSE) 
write.table(cover.MAR10, file="/Users/brendanshanahan/Desktop/Thesis/simulation 
output/cover_resultsMAR10.out", col.names=FALSE, row.names=FALSE) 
 
write.table(coefficients.mean.MAR10, file="/Users/brendanshanahan/Desktop/Thesis/simulation 
output/coefficients_mean_resultsMAR10.out", col.names=FALSE, row.names=FALSE) 
write.table(ses.mean.MAR10, file="/Users/brendanshanahan/Desktop/Thesis/simulation 
output/ses_mean_resultsMAR10.out", col.names=FALSE, row.names=FALSE) 
write.table(sigs.mean.MAR10, file="/Users/brendanshanahan/Desktop/Thesis/simulation 
output/sigs_mean_resultsMAR10.out", col.names=FALSE, row.names=FALSE) 
write.table(bias.mean.MAR10, file="/Users/brendanshanahan/Desktop/Thesis/simulation 
output/bias_mean_resultsMAR10.out", col.names=FALSE, row.names=FALSE) 
write.table(cover.mean.MAR10, file="/Users/brendanshanahan/Desktop/Thesis/simulation 
output/cover_mean_resultsMAR10.out", col.names=FALSE, row.names=FALSE) 
 

 


